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Today, the debate about our health care system is raging, but it often seems too complex or politically-driven for people to
navigate. There has perhaps never been a better time to share with the American public a book that explains the state of our
health care in an honest, comprehensive, and relatable way. Dying of Health Care, authored by a primary care physician with
nearly 40 years of experience practicing in the U.S. and U.K., provides an easy-to-understand examination of the American health
care system's major problems and potential solutions. Dr. Hanna explores the all-important question facing us today: why are
Americans paying much more per person for health care than those in other developed nations, but getting much less in terms of
quality? Approaching this painful paradox through a clinician's eyes, Dr. Hanna first makes a careful diagnosis and then prescribes
an appropriate treatment to heal our ailing system. He shares real-life examples of patients and provides insights into the minds of
doctors, including how their decisions influence the costs and outcomes of treatments. Ultimately, Dr. Hanna exposes how the
system harms us - even sometimes kills us - both physically and financially, and he offers innovative solutions that can work to
create the quality, affordable system we deserve.
Whether you’re a visitor or a local looking for something different, Florida Off the Beaten Path shows you the Sunshine State with
new perspectives on timeless destinations and introduces you to those you never knew existed––from the best in local dining to
quirky cultural tidbits to hidden attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales.
This is the first book in English to provide a close-up view of the emotional and rewarding experiences of clown-doctors working
with hospitalized children. It describes the development of a new program in a pediatric hospital and all the challenges that
confront clown-doctors. The book recounts work that takes place over a few months in 1999-2000. Most of the children that are
described had been diagnosed with leukemia and other serious forms of cancer. They were hospitalized often and ran the risk of
death. This book is a tale of love and humor and of dealing with great traumas and tragedy. It tells of the immense compassion
and the amazing resilience of individuals in the most stressful and debilitating of circumstances. It is a small window looking onto
what it is to be human with all our strengths and frailties and of how complete strangers can become bonded to one another
through laughter and pain. The story presented here is based upon real case studies annotated with occasional commentaries to
put these experiences into perspective. Above all else this book is a celebration and an homage to all the children, their parents
and care-givers who have shared their lives with clown-doctors in many countries around the world. The Clown-Doctor Chronicles
is written to 'speak' to people of all ages: men and women; professionals, trades people and homemakers in cities, towns and
villages; for laughter and illness know no boundaries. It will be of particular interest to parents, artists in hospitals and anybody
working with children (health care professionals, educators, psychologists).
This is part of a three-volume collection which provides information on innovative development projects in Asia, Latin America and
Africa that have actually worked. The 50 cases presented illustrate a wide spectrum of economic and environmental policy and
practice.
Benzodiazepines, a class of tranquilizers and sleeping pills (including Valium, Xanax, and Ambien), are dangerously addictive; the
author, exposed to a range of Benzodiazepines, antidepressants, and psychiatrists, tells the story of his unusual journey: for his
own sake, for his friends, and for others who might wish to compare their own journeys with his.
"Lucy Daniels' two-mirror liberation process is an answer to the prayers of both artists and ordinary people, because it
demonstrates in concrete, down-to-earth ways how our problems can become 'the roots of our power.'" -Louise Bourgeois, artist
"Lucy Daniels, a distinguished psychotherapist and author, has written a beautiful saga of her journey of self-discovery, utilizing
dreams to enhance her creative freedom." -Charles C. Bergman, Chairman, Pollock-Krasner Foundation Dreaming your way to
creative freedom is not easy, but with patience and focus on your creative products, your life history, and your dreams, such power
is possible. As Lucy Daniels shows us the landmarks, personal symbols, and specific outcomes of her 30-year struggle against
writer's block, she also offers a road map for others to use on their own journeys. "Being a participant in Lucy Daniels' first dreams
seminar twelve years ago began a life-enriching journey for me. With this book, the public can now benefit from her insight and
guidance." -Tom Mann, composer and piano teacher
Doctor's OrdersOver 50 inventive cocktails to cure, revive & enlivenHardie Grant
‘Who gave the drugs to the Beatles? I didn’t invent those things. I bought it from someone who got it from somebody. We never
invented the stuff.’ – John Lennon Riding So High charts the Beatles’ extraordinary odyssey from teenage drinking and pillpopping, to cannabis, LSD, the psychedelic Summer of Love and the darkness beyond. Drugs were central to the Beatles’ story
from the beginning. The acid, pills and powders helped form bonds, provided escape from the chaos of Beatlemania, and inspired
colossal leaps in songwriting and recording. But they also led to break-ups, breakdowns, drug busts and prison. The only fulllength study of the Beatles and drugs, Riding So High tells of getting stoned, kaleidoscope eyes, excess, loss and redemption,
with a far-out cast including speeding Beatniks, a rogue dentist, a script-happy aristocratic doctor, corrupt police officers and
Hollywood Vampires. ‘The deeper you go, the higher you fly...’
On December 21, 1980, the author, a morally insane, drug-addicted surgeon hit bottom. Guilty of fraudulent research, he finds
himself reduced to a terrified non-entity in a barred bedlam oiled by a system bent on destroying the things that once defined
human beings. There, he endures the angst of withdrawal and the savage revenge of a fellow con that had once been the target of
the doctor's ignorant, racist tongue.Prison, however, turns out to be less a punishment than a restorative sanctuary, for there,
guided by a notorious Black Panther and a wise rabbi, he confronts a soul overburdened with contemptible sin. Set free by the
truth, he becomes humanized and ultimately rejoices in the glory of redemption and resurrection.Interjected between the prison
scenes, the author recounts the intimate details that spawned a personality destined for tragedy. He speaks of a childhood spent
in a house of horrors, of an adolescence spent slaving in a sweatbox of a bakery, of an obtuse alcoholic father, and an abusive
perfunctory mother who, with every other breath, cleverly brainwashes him into presuming he wants to become a doctor.Illprepared for college, he resorts to drugs and duplicity in order to propel himself to the top of his class and through the doors of the
Kafkaesque training grounds of medicine. His malignant idiosyncrasies carry over into his private practice, causing it to turn into a
chaos, which, thanks to a profession gripped by a conspiracy of silence, is allowed to endure for almost a decade. It was not until
he cripples a myriad of lives—including those closest to him—that his scalpel is finally taken out of his trembling hands. In need of
money, he offers to perform clinical trials on experimental drugs for several pharmaceutical firms. Having no patients, however, to
participate in the trials, he invents them and makes a go of it until the Food and Drug Administration stumbles upon his spurious
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dealings. Striving to thwart their efforts, the author engages in a series of reckless, self-destructive schemes; one of which—the use
of drugs and alcohol to beguile his assistant into taking responsibility for his evil—proves tragic. In an Afterword bearing on the
portentous problem of Janus doctors, the author discloses that more or less 15 percent of doctors are, at any one time, addicted to
alcohol, to other drugs, or to both. And, probably, because of it, kill more people than motor vehicle accidents, breast cancer, or
AIDS. He discusses why the problem remains unchecked, and proffers a prescription for its solution.
The development of innovative drugs is becoming more difficult while relying on empirical approaches. This inspired all major
pharmaceutical companies to pursue alternative model-based paradigms. The key question is: How to find innovative compounds
and, subsequently, appropriate dosage regimens? Written from the industry perspective and based on many years of experience,
this book offers: - Concepts for creation of drug-disease models, introduced and supplemented with extensive MATLAB programs
- Guidance for exploration and modification of these programs to enhance the understanding of key principles - Usage of
differential equations to pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic and (patho-) physiologic problems thereby acknowledging their
dynamic nature - A range of topics from single exponential decay to adaptive dosing, from single subject exploration to clinical trial
simulation, and from empirical to mechanistic disease modeling. Students with an undergraduate mathematical background or
equivalent education, interest in life sciences and skills in a high-level programming language such as MATLAB, are encouraged
to engage in model-based pharmaceutical research and development.
Innovative Developments in Virtual and Physical Prototyping presents essential research in the area of Virtual and Rapid
Prototyping. The volume contains reviewed papers presented at the 5th International Conference on Advanced Research in Virtual
and Rapid Prototyping, hosted by the Centre for Rapid and Sustainable Product Development of the Polytechnic Institute of Leiria,
Portugal, from September 28 to October 1, 2011. A wide range of topics is covered, such as CAD and 3D Data Acquisition
Technologies, Additive and Nano Manufacturing Technologies, Rapid Tooling & Manufacturing, Biomanufacturing, Materials for
Advanced Manufacturing Processes, Virtual Environments and Simulation, Applications of Virtual and Physical Prototyping
Technologies. Innovative Developments in Virtual and Physical Prototyping is intended for engineers, designers and
manufacturers who are active in the areas of mechanical, industrial and biomedical engineering.
This is a riveting book for anyone who wants to know how safe their medical care really is. If you have been harmed or
unimproved by medical therapies, you will be enlightened and relieved by the straightforward answers in this book. Dr Daniels
clearly explains how Board Certified Doctors who are following the Standard of Care, Murdered 759,766 patients in the United
States in 2011. She reveals her observation of medical harm during her years of medical education, Family Practice Residency
Training and Community Medicine practice. Dr Daniels' refusal to participate in the murder of patients was the basis of her
evolving interest in Alternative Therapies. Dr Daniels' triumph in embracing the concept of Holistic Health led her to focus on
reducing drug violence as part of improving the health of the community where her medical practice was located. This is a real eye
opener. Her medical practice was jeopardized when she foiled a 30million dollar bank heist. You will have to read the book to get
the rest of that story
Doctor's Orders shows how the foundational novel of the German tradition, Johan Wolfgang von Goethe's Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship,
documents the rise of medicine as an institution structuring the self and society. It sheds light on the Bildungsroman that this novel
established, provides a groundbreaking overview of the role of medicine in eighteenth-century Germany, and addresses larger questions
concerning the relationship between medicine and literature.
This report warns that the extraordinary success of the UK's creative industries may be jeopardised by any dilution of intellectual property
rights and the failure to tackle online piracy. The Committee also strongly condemns the failure of Google in particular to tackle access of
copyright infringing websites through its search engine. Such illegal piracy, combined with proposals arising from the Hargreaves review to
introduce copyright exceptions, and a failure to strengthen copyright enforcement as envisaged by the Digital Economy Act 2010, together
threaten the livelihoods of the individuals and industries that contribute over £36 billion annually to the UK economy. Also, the Olympics No
Marketing Rights scheme is excessively restrictive and is preventing British creative companies from realising the benefits they deserve from
the Olympic legacy. The Committee calls for: a central champion of Intellectual Property in Government to promote and protect the interests
of UK intellectual property; the maximum penalty for serious online IP theft to be increased to 10 years imprisonment, in line with the
punishment for such offences in the physical world; more evidence and scrutiny before any exceptions to copyright such as those suggested
by Hargreaves are applied; redoubled efforts to ensure that the video games tax credit is approved by the European Commission and
introduced as soon as possible; reforms to the income tax and tax reliefs systems to recognise adequately the freelance nature of much
creative work; greater recognition of the importance of arts subjects in the curriculum.
The book is useful for M. Com Entrance examination conducted by various universities including Delhi University, Banaras Hindu University,
Jamia Millia Islamia and CET conducted for admission to Central Universities across India. This is an attempt to clarify the theoretical concept
and provide practical problem solving aptitude to crack the objective type examinations
This book presents the latest research findings, methods and development techniques, challenges and solutions concerning UPC from both
theoretical and practical perspectives, with an emphasis on innovative, mobile and Internet services. With the proliferation of wireless
technologies and electronic devices, there is a rapidly growing interest in Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing (UPC), which makes it
possible to create a human-oriented computing environment in which computer chips are embedded in everyday objects and interact with the
physical world. Through UPC, people can go online even while moving around, thus enjoying nearly permanent access to their preferred
services. Though it has the potential to revolutionize our lives, UPC also poses a number of new research challenges.
The essential guide by one of America's leading doctors to how digital technology enables all of us to take charge of our health A trip to the
doctor is almost a guarantee of misery. You'll make an appointment months in advance. You'll probably wait for several hours until you hear
"the doctor will see you now"-but only for fifteen minutes! Then you'll wait even longer for lab tests, the results of which you'll likely never see,
unless they indicate further (and more invasive) tests, most of which will probably prove unnecessary (much like physicals themselves). And
your bill will be astronomical. In The Patient Will See You Now, Eric Topol, one of the nation's top physicians, shows why medicine does not
have to be that way. Instead, you could use your smartphone to get rapid test results from one drop of blood, monitor your vital signs both
day and night, and use an artificially intelligent algorithm to receive a diagnosis without having to see a doctor, all at a small fraction of the
cost imposed by our modern healthcare system. The change is powered by what Topol calls medicine's "Gutenberg moment." Much as the
printing press took learning out of the hands of a priestly class, the mobile internet is doing the same for medicine, giving us unprecedented
control over our healthcare. With smartphones in hand, we are no longer beholden to an impersonal and paternalistic system in which "doctor
knows best." Medicine has been digitized, Topol argues; now it will be democratized. Computers will replace physicians for many diagnostic
tasks, citizen science will give rise to citizen medicine, and enormous data sets will give us new means to attack conditions that have long
been incurable. Massive, open, online medicine, where diagnostics are done by Facebook-like comparisons of medical profiles, will enable
real-time, real-world research on massive populations. There's no doubt the path forward will be complicated: the medical establishment will
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resist these changes, and digitized medicine inevitably raises serious issues surrounding privacy. Nevertheless, the result-better, cheaper,
and more human health care-will be worth it. Provocative and engrossing, The Patient Will See You Now is essential reading for anyone who
thinks they deserve better health care. That is, for all of us.
Complement your style while challenging your mind with this smart and sophisticated book featuring 100 number and word logic puzzles. The
contemporary tactile cover design makes this a stylish accessory that will go with anything and fit nicely into a purse or tote.

Whether you’re a visitor or a local looking for something different, Florida Off the Beaten Path shows you the Sunshine
State with new perspectives on timeless destinations and introduces you to those you never knew existed––from the best
in local dining to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales. So if you’ve “been there,
done that” one too many times, get off the main road and venture Off the Beaten Path.
“I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book as it has taken me on a journey through time, across the globe and through
multiple disciplines. Indeed, we need to be thinking about these concepts and applying them every day to do our jobs
better.” Farah Magrabi, Macquarie University, Australia “The reader will find intriguing not only the title but also the
content of the book. I’m also pleased that public health, and even more specifically epidemiology has an important place
in this ambitious discussion.” Elena Andresen, Oregon Health & Science University, USA “This book is very well written
and addresses an important topic. It presents many reasons why basic scientists/researchers should establish
collaborations and access information outside traditional means and not limit thinking but rather expand such and
perhaps develop more innovative and translational research ventures that will advance science and not move it laterally.”
Gerald Pepe, Eastern Virginia Medical School, USA “This book gathers logically and presents interestingly (with many
examples) the qualities and attitudes a researcher must possess in order to become successful. On the long run, the
deep and carefully reexamined research will be the one that lasts.” Zoltán Néda, Babe?-Bolyai University, Romania “I
really liked the five pillars delineating the components of humanism in research. This book has made a major contribution
to the research ethics literature.” David Fleming, University of Missouri, USA A comprehensive review of the research
phase of life sciences from design to discovery with suggestions to improve innovation This vital resource explores the
creative processes leading to biomedical innovation, identifies the obstacles and best practices of innovative laboratories,
and supports the production of effective science. Innovative Research in Life Sciences draws on lessons from 400 awardwinning scientists and research from leading universities. The book explores the innovative process in life sciences and
puts the focus on how great ideas are born and become landmark scientific discoveries. The text provides a unique
resource for developing professional competencies and applied skills of life sciences researchers. The book examines
what happens before the scientific paper is submitted for publication or the innovation becomes legally protected. This
phase is the most neglected but most exciting in the process of scientific creativity and innovation. The author identifies
twelve competencies of innovative biomedical researchers that described and analyzed. This important resource:
Highlights the research phase from design to discovery that precedes innovation disclosure Offers a step by step
explanation of how to improve innovation Offers solutions for improving research and innovation productivity in the life
sciences Contains a variety of statistical databases and a vast number of stories about individual discoveries Includes a
process of published studies and national statistics of biomedical research and reviews the performance of research labs
and academic institutions Written for academics and researchers in biomedicine, pharmaceutical science, life sciences,
drug discovery, pharmacology, Innovative Research in Life Sciences offers a guide to the creative processes leading to
biomedical innovation and identifies the best practices of innovative scientists and laboratories.
Bronchitis, Autumn Living, Neuralgia, Correct Food Preparation, Exercise and the Heart.
This research is focused on three Istanbulite composers, Leyla Han?mefendi, Nazife Aral-Güran, and Yüksel Koptagel,
who lived and produced in consecutive and overlapping periods, from the Tanzimat Era of the Ottoman Empire to the
Turkish Republic of the 1980s. It explores the composers' productive and creative conditions through the socio-political
environments of their times, their familial and educational backgrounds, and the social spaces in which they lived and
worked. The institutionalisation of Western music and the education thereof occupy a significant place in understanding
the composers' relationships with Western music, the bonds they established with polyphonic music, and the
development of their musical personalities as a consequence of their education, resultant from the opportunities provided
by such developments. This study conjointly examines herstory and music historiography by employing alternative
materials and creating its own narrative.
Invisible Scars provides the first extended exploration of Commonwealth Division psychiatry during the Korean War and
the psychiatric-care systems in place for the thousands of soldiers who fought in that conflict. Fitzpatrick demonstrates
that although Commonwealth forces were generally successful in returning psychologically traumatized servicemen to
duty, they failed to compensate or support in a meaningful way veterans returning to civilian life. Moreover, ignorance at
home contributed to widespread misunderstanding of their condition. This book offers an intimate look into the history of
psychological trauma. In addition, it engages with current disability, pensions, and compensation issues that remain hotly
contested.
How do we prepare for and manage the challenges and the transformations that are increasingly confronting cities?
Solutions are necessary for the impacts expected from the global population movement toward urban centres; the
evolution of technologies and its influence on the economy; the evolving socio-cultural fabric of our cities and what it
means for citizen engagement and happiness; and for the increasing need to protect and better manage the
environment. The series of essays presented here will help governments, organizations, and concerned citizens think
differently about ways we can improve the places we call home. It will stimulate local stakeholders to move away from
silo-thinking and work collaboratively toward innovative solutions to make cities more liveable and sustainable. The
volume brings together international experts on development, innovation, education, health, digitalization, and planning to
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provide stimulating new ideas and successful examples of tools and systems being used worldwide to improve the future
of cities.
Cocktails were first created as medicinal tonics, and today the best drinks still have the power to soothe and restore. In Doctor’s
Orders, you’ll find classic cocktails and new concoctions to cure whatever ails you, whether it’s a broken heart or just a serious
case of the Mondays. Chris Edwards and Dave Tregenza prescribe restorative elixirs such as the Apple a Day and delicious
potions like the Jungle Fever. Make a visit to the Peach Therapist, give yourself some Thirst Aid, and remedy any hangover with
Tiger's Milk, a twist on the tried and true Bloody Mary. Chapters include Remedies, packed with vitamins and antioxidants; sweet
and indulgent Comforters; and Fixer Uppers to put a pep in your step. With recipes to create your own syrups, infused spirits and
garnishes, as well as tips for perfect presentation, this book is just what the doctor ordered.
AAAI proceedings describe innovative concepts, techniques, perspectives, and observations that present promising research
directions in artificial intelligence. The annual AAAI National Conference provides a forum for information exchange and interaction
among researchers from all disciplines of AI. Contributions include theoretical, experimental, and empirical results. Topics cover
principles of cognition, perception, and action; the design, application, and evaluation of AI algorithms and systems; architectures
and frameworks for classes of AI systems; and analyses of tasks and domains in which intelligent systems perform. Distributed for
AAAI Press.
Every film or show that we watch, no matter how great the final cut, has its problems during production. Whether it's a bad
performance from an actor, a hole in the story or script, continuity or pacing issues, or something being placed in a shot that
shouldn't be, there's no shortage of problems encountered once postproduction has begun. Fixing these problems then becomes
the job of the editor. This book provides those editors with creative editing solutions they can employ to overcome these problems
and is the key to nursing a sick project back to health in the editing room. Though the book takes an application-agnostic
approach, specific solutions are presented for today's most commonly used non-linear editing applications. Solutions more
relevant to certain genres are discussed in-depth, as are solutions that editors can employ through the use of simple VFX
techniques. Case studies and interviews with Hollywood editors provide readers with real-world problems encountered, and
solutions used to overcome them. The companion website provides Quicktime videos and Flash animations visually demonstrating
problems and how they were dealt with.
Recognizing that innovation is the key to international competitiveness in the 21st century, policymakers around the world are
seeking more effective ways to translate scientific and technological knowledge into new products, processes, and businesses.
They have initiated major programs, often with substantial funding, that are designed to attract, nurture, and support innovation
and high-technology industries within their national economies. To help U.S. policymakers become more aware of these
developments, a committee of the National Academies' Board on Science, Technology, and Economic Policy undertook a review
of the goals, concept, structure, operation, funding levels, and evaluation efforts of significant innovation programs around the
world. As a part of this effort, the committee identified Flanders, a region of Belgium with substantial autonomy, which is
recognized for its comprehensive approach to innovation. Based on initial meetings in Washington and Brussels, and with the
endorsement of Flanders Vice Minister-President Fientje Moerman, it was agreed to organize a conference that would review
regional innovation policies in the context of the policies and programs of the Flanders government, and their interaction with those
of the European Union. This book provides a summary of that symposium.
Cocktails were first created as medicinal tonics, and today the best drinks still have the power to soothe and restore. In Doctor's
Orders, you'll find classic cocktails and new concoctions to cure whatever ails you, whether it's a broken heart or just a serious
case of the Mondays. Chris Edwards and Dave Tregenza prescribe restorative elixirs such as the Apple a Day and delicious
potions like the Jungle Fever. Make a visit to the Peach Therapist, give yourself some Thirst Aid, and remedy any hangover with
Tiger's Milk, a twist on the tried and true Bloody Mary. Chapters include Remedies, packed with vitamins and antioxidants; sweet
and indulgent Mood Lifters; and Fixer Uppers to put a pep in your step. With recipes to create your own syrups, infused spirits and
garnishes, as well as tips for perfect presentation, this book is just what the doctor ordered.
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